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How We Piped Clean Water to the Cam p
by Walt McDonald
Deep in the rain forest, down steep mountains 
east of Lima, vines and sword grass 
bordered switchbacks hacked out of cliffs 
a thousand feet straight down.
Meet rebels with machetes and prepare to die,
unless they let you back down 
with your hands out pleading Wait.
For days we dug up crumbling pipes 
and ditched. Scores of dark-eyed orphans 
from the streets of Lima ate
in the messhall and slept on cots—  
what bony shoulders and hugs, what eyes.
We pried out boulders round as skulls, 
chopped roots that oozed, growing back fast 
like lizards’ tails. After hours of sweat,
after shots that echoed like bells, 
we fitted water-tight plastic pipe, 
rolled it slowly and dumped it.
Dusk, we put away picks and shovels, 
stone-breaking bars, and clawed
through tangled vines and leaves 
the size of heads toward the roar, 
the tumble of water never tamed— men first, 
then women behind us. If rebels passed, 
we wouldn’t see them. We ducked
under a waterfall and danced alone 
in slow motion, surrendering to the splash, 
lifting up sunburned arms to a stream 
washing us deaf. We crawled 
to a rock ledge to bake, lay still
and shivered ourselves dry, fatigued 
with joy we couldn’t put into words, 
alone and far from home, watching stars 
and listening to water, and orphans 
laughing downhill at the hall.
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